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The Dolphin Company is committed to the goal of 
providing memorable experiences for everyone, so 
it continues to implement inclusive actions that 
meet the needs of all visitors.

Last August, Miami Seaquarium welcomed �fteen 
students from the Miami Lighthouse for the Blind 
and Visually Impaired summer program, where 
they had the opportunity to experience an 
encounter with Dolphins, Sea Lions, Bamboo 
Sharks and Birds through a multi-sensory 
experience in which they made use of their other 
senses, especially touch.

Also, during the month of September, Dolphin 
Discovery commemorated Manatee Day with 
various activities, which were attended by more 
than 500 people. These events featured Mexican 
Sign Language interpreters, as well as sensory and 
braille materials, promoting the inclusion of all 
visitors.

Dolphin Discovery remains committed to 
approach and inform the community about the 
species it houses in its Habitats in order to propose 
actions in favor of environmental and animal care. 
And what better way to do this than through 
inclusive initiatives that provide wonderful and 
unique experiences.

Ocean Adventures, Columbus Romantic Dinner 
Cruise and Selvática were recognized during the 
Travelers’ Choice Awards 2023 as some of the 
favorite activities of travelers around the 
world, according to the excellent 
comments and ratings collected on the 
platform over the past twelve months. 
In short, the visitors are the ones who 
decide the winners, and they have 
chosen three of The Dolphin 
Company’s brands!

This is the �fth time that the Ocean 
Adventures Marina located in Punta Cana, 
Dominican Republic, has been awarded thanks to 
the experiences it o�ers: Interactive Programs with 
Dolphins, Caribbean Buccaneers tours to witness 
pirate shows and Dr. Fish Spa, the only spa at sea.

Committed to inclusion

The Dolphin Company’s parks
among the best in the industry

Also, Columbus Romantic Dinner Cruise, the 
romantic tour of Marina Aquatours located in 

Cancun, Mexico has been awarded for more 
than ten years. It is the only activity of its 

kind in the city.

Selvática, on the other hand, has 
been featured in the award thirteen 
times thanks to its adventurous 
activities.

The Dolphin Company takes pride in 
o�ering excellent adventure attractions 

for all its Guests.



The Dolphin Company is known for o�ering a wide 
variety of activities in its Dolphin Habitats and Water 
and Adventure Parks around eight di�erent 
countries, which receive thousands of visitors a 
years, that’s why it is in constant update to keep 
positioning itself in the tourism industry.

To achieve this goal, they participated in the PAMAC 
Summit as Platinum Members of the 
Florida-Caribbean Cruise Association, which was 
held in the Cayman Islands, and it is designed to talk 
about the inner workings of the cruise industry and 
help attendees improve their tourism business with 
this approach. 

The Dolphin Company is always looking to provide 
the best experiences for its Guests, especially when 
serving as a strategic partner of cruise lines in 
Cozumel, Costa Maya, Jamaica, Grand Cayman, St. 
Kitts, Dominican Republic and Puerto Vallarta.

The Dolphin Company
participates in 
PAMAC Summit

We have more plans and projects that we will share with you in this same way.
Stay informed through us.

Conservation Ambassador
On August 18, The Dolphin Company family 
announced the passing of Lolita, the orca who 
lived under human care at Miami Seaquarium.

While her departure is sad, her legacy will live on 
as a beacon of inspiration in the �eld of 
conservation and environmental education.

Lolita was a vital part of the Miami Seaquarium 
community for many years. Throughout her life, 
she not only amazed thousands of visitors, but 
also became a living symbol of the importance of 
protecting the marine environment.

The Dolphin Company rea�rms its commitment 
to work tirelessly in conservation and 
environmental education, honoring Lolita's 
memory.



Gulf World’s
efforts towards animal care

Animal Rescue 

On July 13, Gulf World Marine Institute (GWMI) 
reintroduced Arrow, the Sea Turtle that was 
rescued from the Russell-Fields City dock two 
months earlier, back into the Gulf of Mexico.

This is not the �rst time Arrow has been in 
rehabilitation with GWMI and for the same 
reason: she was accidentally hooked on a 
�sherman's hook at a local pier.

Fortunately, she has been treated in time and, on 
both occasions, the Florida Fish and Wildlife 
Conservation Commission has authorized her 
reinstatement.

Continuing their remarkable work, in late July 
they rescued a female rough-toothed Dolphin 
stranded in the St. Vincent Island National 
Wildlife Refuge in Franklin County, Florida.

These successful rescue and rehabilitation cases 
would not have been possible without the support 
and knowledge of GWMI, whose medical services 
have been very helpful in bene�ting the 
inhabitants of the marine world.

Virtual Reality 
Experience at 
Miami Seaquarium
Miami Seaquarium announced its virtual reality 
experience with dinosaurs in its facilities starting 
september 9, named Jurassic VR Park. It o�ers a 
prehistoric journey with varios creatures, 
including tyrannosaurs, brontosaurs, velociraptors 
and triceratops.

This 60-minute attraction is the largest in the 
world, and it is designed for adults and chilldren 
over the age of 8.

Jurassic VR Park is the ideal experience to 
immerse yourself in this fascinating world 
accompanied by fun and learning about 
dinosaurs.

Meet the Ocean Ambassadors 
Dolphin Discovery introduced the �rst Ocean 
Ambassadors through its social media channels.

The goal of this campaign is to �nd those children 
who love, care and conserve animals and the 
environment, who will have the opportunity to visit 
some of Dolphin Discovery’s Habitats and 
participate in videos to raise awareness about 
environmental care and conservation trough their 
networks and other media.

These types of campaigns accentuate the 
commitment that Dolphin Discovery and 

The Dolphin Company have with the 
community, as they make possible the 
Interaction with Marine Mammals, 
creating bonds that will awaken 
interest in the natural environment.

Scan for more

We have more plans and projects that we will share with you in this same way.
Stay informed through us.



Loving is Caring, The Dolphin Company’s campaign 
on responsible pet ownership, celebrated its sixth 
anniversary by donating over half a ton of dog kibble to 
various shelters in Cancun. 

Throughtout these six years, Loving is Caring has stood 
out for the delivery of thousands of identi�cation tags, 
the donation of tons of kibble, the sterilization of 
hundreds of pets, the support in the medical 
intervention for dozens of dogs and cats, as well as the 
participation in events and raising awareness about pet 
care through social networks.

Thanks to this campaign, The Dolphin Company seeks 
the welfare of pets and homeless animals, re�ecting 
their commitment to the community.

Loving is Caring

Aquarium Mar del Plata
On july 9th, Aquarium Mar del Plata celebrated its 30th 
anniversary since it �rst opened its doors.

This Park located by the sea has a wide variety of fauna 
and o�ers the opportunity to interact with Dolphins, 
Sea Lions and Penguins. It also provides educational 
talks with the aim of recognizing the importance of 
biodiverity preservation and the work carried out by the 
Marine Fauna Rehabilitation Center (CRFM).
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We have more plans and projects that we will share with you in this same way.
Stay informed through us.
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